Case study

Enhancing rail safety in Frankfurt
Frankfurt’s transportation authority ensures effective
incident response
Frankfurt is a major financial hub and the transportation
centre of Germany. It is home to the European Central
Bank, the German Stock Exchange and the busiest
airport in the country. Such a dynamic city requires a
dynamic public transportation system.
Stadtwerke Verkehrsgesellschaft Frankfurt am Main
mbH (VGF) is the city’s public transportation company
and service provider, responsible for managing and
operating Frankfurt’s nine underground and 10
tram lines, including all rolling stock and stationary
infrastructure. It is one of the largest employers in

the region and in peak times, transports more than 200
million passengers each year.
Passenger safety is a major priority for VGF. For many
years, the company has maintained a command and
control centre with video surveillance to ensure
constant monitoring of the transportation system.
To enhance safety further, VGF sought to directly link
threat detection with incident management capabilities,
including coordination with police, fire and other emergency
services, to ensure faster and more effective response.

Uniting surveillance and dispatching
To evolve its command and control centre, VGF selected,
as part of a tender process, Hexagon’s industry-leading
computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system to strengthen
its safety and security IT infrastructure and operations.
The CAD system offers a suite of tools and capabilities
that improve dispatcher efficiency through streamlined
and automated processes.
Integration with other systems, such as voice
communication and video surveillance, is key. The CAD
system is connected to SOS pillars in the subway and
tramway stations, and passengers can use the pillars
to report an emergency or talk to a dispatcher for
general information. It is also integrated with VGF’s vast
video surveillance system, which processes a significant
amount of data from 350 high-end IP cameras.
When a passenger reports an emergency via an SOS
pillar, professionals in the command and control centre
are able to speak directly with the passenger, as well as
see live video of activity at the pillar. The solution also
provides video for both 10 seconds before and after the
passenger makes the connection.
Motion detection video is also used for monitoring any
emergency situation at the stations, such as a passenger
falling onto the tracks. In addition, the system can detect
any real-time criminal activity at the station, including
someone damaging or painting graffiti on the trains or
trying to spray paint over the cameras.

By uniting the pillars, video surveillance and dispatching
capabilities, VGF can ultimately improve public safety in
real time by helping dispatchers better assess a
situation and send rail security officers or first
responders to help in the event of an emergency call.

Officer support and coordinated response
VGF also uses Hexagon’s mobile dispatch app, which
allows VGF’s services and security teams to send and
receive information and rapidly address and mitigate
problems or concerns. The mobile application is used
for communication with public transportation officers
in the field and allows field officers to share notes and
information about incidents directly with dispatchers in
real time. It also provides comprehensive monitoring of
the current locations of officers, including NFC-based
tagging capabilities for identifying their locations in
underground stations where GPS and connectivity are
often limited.
Additionally, the system supports collaboration with
other emergency services. When an incident is reported,
the VGF services and security team exports and forwards
any operationally-relevant video and information directly
to local law enforcement. This information is also often
used for deeper investigations of the incidents.
With its investment in this comprehensive solution, VGF
can now quickly detect and assess incidents, dispatch
security officers, coordinate with outside services and
improve the safety of millions of passengers each year.
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